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High-density and highly porous graphene-based pellets that 
exhibit an anomalous gas densification property have been 
fabricated by using zeolite-templated carbon (ZTC) as the 
major component and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as a 
pure carbon binder. The unique structure of each ZTC particle 
consists of double-sided graphene fragments connected in a 
periodic, three-dimensional framework. The graphene-like 
sheets of rGO strongly connect the ZTC particles upon hot-
pressing via the generation of a large amount of unpaired 
electron spins, yielding monolithic pellets with exceptional 
mechanical toughness. The uniaxial pressing applied to the 
isotropic ordered framework of ZTC during pelletization leads 
to unique anisotropic structures. The so-obtained pellets 
represent a high density packing of graphene nanofragments 
with high volumetric surface area that exhibits high 
volumetric H2 storage at room temperature.  

As a response to global climate change, considerable efforts 
have been made to develop energy storage and conversion 
systems that do not emit greenhouse gases.1 One of the key 
efforts is the development of porous materials for efficient and 
effective energy storage and supply2 in applications such as in 
gaseous fuel storage,3,4 electrochemical energy storage,5,6 and 
heat pumps.7 The energy storage capacity derived from 
interfacial adsorption on a porous material increases with 

increasing surface area. Additionally, in practical applications 
where a compact design is required, the volumetric 
performance is more important than the gravimetric 
performance.8 Thus, volumetric surface area, Sv [m2 cm-3], is of 
greater importance than gravimetric surface area, Sg [m2 g-1], 
in assessing candidate porous materials for mobile energy 
storage. The preparation of high-density carbon pellets with 
large Sv has been reported by densification9-11 of zeolite-
templated carbon (ZTC)8 which comprises atomically thin 
(double-sided) nanographene walls and has an extremely high 
gravimetric surface area of ca. 4000 m2 g‒1.12 However, self-
standing pellets made solely from ZTC are not mechanically 
very robust, restricting their practical applications. In this 
work, high-density pellets with high volumetric surface area 
and glass-like hardness which enables easy handling13 are 
prepared by the compaction of two types of graphene-based 
materials. The major component is ZTC, combined with a 
minor component of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as a pure 
carbon binder.14 This unique graphene-graphene compositing 
strategy, benefitting from both rational size-matching of the 
two components and the unique mechanical properties of ZTC 
and rGO, results in the formation of highly robust monolithic 
pellets with extraordinary gas densification property toward N2 
and high volumetric H2 storage.
In preliminary experiments, we examined the thermal 
reduction behaviour of graphene oxide (GO) toward better 
understanding its applications as a binder for porous carbon 
particulate materials such as ZTC. Thermal gravimetry (TG) of 
the pristine GO (Fig. S1) under helium revealed that the 
thermal decomposition of GO begins at 120 °C and completes 
at 300 °C, as confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) performed 
before and after heat treatment (Fig. S2). The intense XRD 
peak at 10.1° corresponding to the inter-sheet distance of 0.87 
nm of pristine GO shifts to 12.2° after heat treatment at 160 °C 
(just above the onset temperature observed in TG), indicating 
a decrease in the inter-sheet distance to 0.72 nm. Upon heat 
treatment at 300 °C, the intense GO peak shifts to 24.2° (inter-
sheet distance of 0.37 nm) which is typical of reduced GO 
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(rGO). When GO is heated under applied pressure (i.e., hot-
pressed), the reduction proceeds more favourably, as shown in 
Fig. S3. Therefore, GO can be thermally transformed into rGO 
during pelletization conditions explored in this work.
High-density pellets consisting of efficiently packed graphene 
fragments accessible by a three-dimensional network of 
micropores were prepared through the hot-pressing of ZTC 
together with in-situ-reduced GO. The initial weight ratio of 
ZTC and GO was 95:5. Details as to the preparation procedure 
can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Information 
(ESI). In naming the pellets, the pressure and temperature 
during the hot-pressing step are indicated after the prefix 
ZTC_rGO (e.g., ZTC_rGO_T300_P345 indicates hot-pressing at 
a maximum temperature of 300 °C and a pressure of 345 
MPa). A representative photograph of a single monolithic 
pellet (ZTC_rGO_T160_P345) is shown in an inset of Fig. 1. The 
resulting pellets are mechanically sturdy with glass-like texture 
(see the supplemental movie) and not easily broken down into 
powder upon handling, unlike conventional activated carbon 
pellets prepared in similar conditions. In the absence of GO as 
a binder, a well-shaped pellet of ZTC could not be obtained 
under most conditions (the best such result is referred to as 
ZTC_T160_P145), demonstrating the importance of GO as an 
effective binder in the densification of ZTC. 
Considering the fact that hot-pressing of ZTC without rGO 
cannot yield mechanically rigid pellets, there is a possibility of 
the formation of covalent bonds between ZTC and rGO or 
between rGO itself by recombination of radicals generated 
during hot-pressing. Such a recombination of radicals is known 
to occur, for example, at the rubber/carbon interface15 and 
polymer/graphene interface.16 To evaluate this assumption, 
the quantity of radicals (unpaired electron spins) in a 
representative pellet, ZTC_rGO_T160_P345, was measured by 
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy (Fig. 1).17 

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph and ESR spectrum of a representative 
densified monolith of ZTC and rGO prepared by hot-pressing at 
160 °C and 345 MPa (ZTC_rGO_T160_P345). (b) Stress-strain 
curves of ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 and ZTC_T160_P145.

As indicated by a pair of sharp peaks around 328 mT, the pellet 
was found to include a large number of unpaired spins 
(9.2×1015 g‒1). An even larger number of unpaired spins were 
detected in a pellet prepared at a higher temperature 
(ZTC_rGO_T300_P345): 1.5×1016 g‒1 (Fig. S4). On the other 
hand, both ZTC and GO have far fewer unpaired spins prior to 

pelletization (3.3×1015 g‒1 and 1.7×1015 g‒1, respectively), and 
these values do not greatly change with rising temperature 
(Fig. S5 and S6). These results suggest that the radicals are 
formed due to the cleavage of chemical bonds or formation of 
other defects within the ZTC and rGO structures during hot-
pressing. It is reasonable that some of these radicals would be 
recombined during the formation of the mechanically robust 
and high-density pellets. Of the remaining radicals, those 
which exist at accessible sites to air should be quenched, while 
the radicals located deeper within the ZTC particle cores would 
still remain isolated from the air and could therefore be 
detected by ESR. Thus, the larger amount of unpaired spins 
detected in the hot-pressed samples serves as indirect 
evidence for the generation of radicals upon hot-pressing.
The mechanical effect of the rGO binder on the ZTC monoliths 
was further investigated by compression testing. The stress-
strain curves of two pellets, with (ZTC_rGO_T160_P145) and 
without (ZTC_T160_P145) rGO binder, are compared in Fig. 1b. 
While the two samples show a similar slope (therefore a 
similar Young’s modulus), the fracture strength of 
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 (40.1 MPa) is much larger than that of 
ZTC_T160_P145 (23.5 MPa) and other graphene-based 
monoliths reported elsewhere,18 demonstrating the 
remarkable effect of the rGO binder on the improvement of 
mechanical strength in the monoliths prepared herein.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the hot-pressed 
ZTC monoliths with (ZTC_rGO_T160_P145) and without 
(ZTC_T160_P145) rGO binder are shown in Fig. 2. Without rGO, 
the surface of the resulting sample is rough (Fig. 2a) and there 
are obvious inter-particle voids at higher magnification (Fig. 
2b) indicating that the ZTC particles (ca. 200 nm in size) are not 
densely packed. By contrast, the cross-section of 
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 shows a very dense structure without 
the presence of large voids (Fig. 2c). At higher magnification 
(Fig. 2d), the ZTC particles are observed to be neatly “wrapped” 
by the rGO binder and therefore connected together in highly 
densified structures. The success of such “wrapped” 
composites of ZTC (ca. 200 nm) and rGO (ca. 1 μm) seems to 
depend on the effective size matching of the two materials to 
promote dense and intimate packing. 

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a,b) ZTC_T160_P145 (top-view) and (c,d) 
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 (cross-section) at (a,c) low and (b,d) high 
magnification. Inset illustrations show the difference in micro-
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morphologies of the pellets produced with and without rGO 
(red).
Indeed, the same preparation technique was not successful for 
densifying commercial activated carbon (MSC-30, Kansai Coke 
and Chemicals Co. Ltd.) instead of ZTC (Fig. S7), likely because 
of the mismatch in particle size between the activated carbon 
(> 10 μm) and rGO (ca. 1 μm).
While pristine ZTC has an isotropic ordered structure derived 
from its cubic zeolite template,19 unidirectional hot-pressing 
likely induces anisotropy in the structure of the resulting 
densified ZTC pellets. To investigate this phenomenon, X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) was measured on two different aspects of a 
series of pellets prepared at 160 °C: incident upon the pressed 
surface (Fig. 3a) and incident upon the cross-section (Fig.  3b). 
The pristine ZTC powder exhibits a sharp reflection at 2𝜃 = 6.4° 
corresponding to the (111) planes of the zeolite NaY 
template.20 While the ordered structure is lost above 145 MPa 
in Fig. 3a, the ordered structure remains even at 345 MPa in 
Fig. 3b, indicating the formation of an anisotropic structure. 
The results of Fig. 3a and 3b are schematically summarized in 
Fig. 3c. Upon hot-pressing, the diffraction planes parallel to the 
pressing direction are retained, while the diffraction planes 
perpendicular to the pressing direction are destroyed. This 
anisotropy is evident not only in the ZTC ordered structure, but 
also in the GO stacking structure. Similar effects were also 
observed at higher temperature (300 °C, Fig. S8). Detailed 
discussion of this result is given in the Supplementary 
Information. It was also confirmed that these anisotropic 
properties disappear when the pellet is broken down into 
powder (Fig. S9). 

Fig. 3. XRD patterns incident to (a) the pressed surface and (b) 
the cross-section of ZTC/rGO pellets prepared at 160 °C and a 
series of increasing pressure. The XRD pattern of pristine ZTC 
powder (black) is shown for reference. (c) Schematic depiction 

of the effects of pelletization on the isotropic structure of ZTC, 
as revealed by XRD.

The porosity and surface area of the ZTC pellets were 
investigated by measurements of N2 adsorption/desorption 
isotherms at ‒196 °C, in comparison to pristine ZTC. In Fig. 4a, 
Pristine ZTC powder exhibits a type I isotherm by the IUPAC 
classification, arising from its uniform micropores (1.2 nm in 
width)19 arranged in an ordered network, showing almost no 
mesoporosity or larger pores. Upon hot-pressing, the general 
type I shape is preserved and the pore volume decreases with 
increasing temperature and pressure. The logarithmic plot (Fig. 
4b) shows that N2 adsorption in the low pressure range of P/P0 
< 10‒4 increases with temperature and pressure, suggesting 
the pore narrowing of ZTC upon hot-pressing.9 The pore 
narrowing is indeed confirmed by the pore-size distributions 
which were calculated by a non-local density functional theory 
(NLDFT) method using N2 adsorption data (Fig. 4c).  

Fig. 4. (a,b) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at ‒196 °C on 
ZTC/rGO pellets, plotted as a function of (a) normal and (b) 
logarithmic partial pressure. In (b), only the range below P/P0 = 
0.01 is shown. The adsorption isotherm on pristine ZTC 
powder (black) is shown for reference. (c) Pore-size 
distributions (NLDFT, slit-pore model). (d) CO2 adsorption 
kinetics at 25 °C for 300 s at 300 Pa on ZTC and ZTC/rGO 
pellets.

The textural properties (surface area and pore volume) and 
densities of the ZTC pellets are summarized in Table 1. With 
increasing temperature and pressure of hot-pressing, the 
pellet density (ρbulk) increases while the gravimetric surface 
area (Sg) and total pore volume (Vtotal) decrease. Note that 
Vtotal is defined here as the volume of pores that are less than 
50 nm. Such a tendency follows expected trends for the 
compaction of porous materials. The volumetric surface area 
(Sv) first increases and then decreases with increasing 
temperature and pressure; the maximum occurs when the 
particle compaction and subsequent decline of Sg are well 
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balanced, at 1732 m2 cm‒3 in ZTC_GO_T160_P145. This 
volumetric surface area is higher than previously reported 
value in the literature (representative examples are 
summarized in Table S1).
Table 1 Pore structure and density of pristine ZTC and ZTC/rGO 
pellets.
Sample Sg

a/
m2 g-1

ρbulk
b/

g cm-3

ρmax c/
g cm-3

ρskel
d/

g cm-3

Vtotal
e/

cm3 g-1

Sv
f/

m2 cm-3

ZTC 3806 0.17 0.44 1.80 1.74 647
ZTC_T160_P145 3110 0.16 0.48 n.m.g 1.54 498
ZTC_rGO_T160_P50 2685 0.52 0.51 1.73 1.43 1396
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 2585 0.67 0.51 1.66 1.35 1732
ZTC_rGO_T160_P345 1831 0.83 0.66 1.74 1.00 1520
ZTC_rGO_T300_P50 2486 0.52 0.51 1.78 1.31 1293
ZTC_rGO_T300_P145 2248 0.75 0.57 1.64 1.16 1686
ZTC_rGO_T300_P345 1450 0.98 0.74 1.70 0.76 1421
a Surface area as determined by the BET method between P/P0 
= 0.01-0.05.
b Bulk density as determined from the pellet weight and hand-
measured pellet volume.
c Maximum density as determined by Eqn. (1).
d Skeletal density as determined by He pycnometry.
e Total pore volume as determined from the N2 adsorption 
amount at P/P0 = 0.96. 
f Volumetric surface area as determined from Sg and ρbulk.
g Not measured.

The gas adsorption kinetics within the ZTC monoliths were 
evaluated by measuring the time until completion21 of CO2 
adsorption at 25 °C (Fig. 4d). While the adsorption rate within 
ZTC_rGO_T300_P345 is the lowest, gas uptake occurs in 
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 at a comparable rate to that of the 
pristine ZTC, indicating that the fast diffusion path of ZTC22 is 
well retained in ZTC_rGO_T160_P145.
From the textural properties presented in Table 1, it appears 
that the ρbulk values determined by hand measurements of the 
pellet weight and volume are anomalously high. For 
comparison, the theoretical maximum density (ρmax) can 
instead be calculated from Vtotal and the skeletal density (ρskel) 
as follows:

    (1)𝜌max =    
1  

1/𝜌 skel  +  𝑉total 

Owing to its dependence on Vtotal (determined by N2 
adsorption measured at ‒196 °C), ρmax does not take large 
pores (> 50 nm) into consideration.8 Generally, porous pellets 
contain pores larger than 50 nm, and therefore, ρbulk should be 
smaller than ρmax. However, the ρbulk values for all ZTC/rGO 
pellets exceed their corresponding values for ρmax. Thus, the 
ρmax of the pellets is apparently underestimated. The detailed 
discussion as to the possible reasons is given in the 
Supplementary Information where we have considered the 
effect of underestimation of ρskel and overestimation of Vtotal 
because of the significant adsorption-induced expansion in 
ZTC.7 However, the noticeable deviation of ρbulk from ρmax 
cannot be explained only by these effects. A remaining 

possibility is that the density of N2 confined within the narrow 
pores of the ZTC/rGO pellets is higher than the density of 
liquid N2 (0.808 g cm‒3). It is found that the density of the 
adsorbed nitrogen at ‒196 °C and P/P0 = 0.96 would need to 
be estimated at least as 0.98 g cm‒3. This value is comparable 
to the density of solid N2 (1.03 g cm-3), indicating the 
enormous magnitude of densification of molecular adsorbates 
which can be caused by freezing point depression of N2

23 
within the high density yet highly porous graphene-like pellets 
achieved in the present work.
To demonstrate an advantage of their anomalous gas 
densification properties toward applications in energy storage, 
the H2 storage capacity of ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 at 25 °C was 
compared with the pristine ZTC powder. The excess adsorption 
uptake of H2 (Mexcess [wt%]) on both materials up to 100 bar at 
room temperature is shown in Fig. 5a. The excess gravimetric 
uptake on ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 is lower than that on pristine 
ZTC owing to a reduction in surface area upon hot-pressing. 
However, toward practical applications, the volumetric total 
storage amount (Wtotal [g L‒1]) calculated by Wtotal = (M’excess + 
Mgas) × 1000ρbulk

24 is a more important metric of performance, 
where M’excess is the surface excess amount expressed with the 
unit of g g‒1 [M’excess = Mexcess/(100 – Mexcess)]. Mgas [g g‒1] is the 
amount of compressed H2 within the micro/mesopore network 
(See ESI for the calculation of Mgas). The total volumetric 
hydrogen capacity of ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 and pristine ZTC 
powder at 25 °C up to 100 bar are shown in Fig. 5b. The ZTC 
monolith stores >2× the amount of H2 per unit volume at all 
pressures up to 100 bar. For comparison, physisorption-based 
H2 storage values reported in porous pellets are summarized in 
Table S2. The reported Wtotal values at 25 °C and 100 bar are 
the range of 3.2 to 11.2 g L-1. The ZTC pellet exhibits large 
Wtotal value (10.5 g L-1) which is comparable to the best d 
values reported in porous carbon pellets (11 and 11.2 g L-

1).25,26 These results demonstrate a good hydrogen storage 
performance of the ZTC pellets. 

Fig. 5. Excess and total H2 storage capacity of ZTC and 
ZTC_rGO_T160_P145 at 25 °C. (a) Surface excess amount. (b) 
Total storage amount. 

In summary, mechanically robust and high-density graphene-
like pellets can be fabricated by a graphene-graphene 
compositing strategy based on ZTC as an ordered porous 
particulate and rGO as a size-matched binder. The resulting 
monolithic pellets possess a unique anisotropic ordered 
structure which may exhibit further interesting, anisotropic 
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properties with respect to diffusion, thermal conductivity, and 
electrical conductivity. In this work, these high-density pellets 
are demonstrated to exhibit an anomalous gas densification 
property toward N2, and therefore a high H2 storage capacity 
on a volumetric basis. Such high-density, graphene-like 
monoliths are expected to be promising for a variety of 
adsorbent applications related to energy storage and 
conversion.
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